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POLAR BEAR FOUNDATION GOLF TOURNAMENT

eciGroup was a proud sponsor of the recent Polar Bear Foundation golf tournament.  
 
Those representing eciGroup at the event were Jason Rimmer, Justin Wenger, Travis 
Watson, and Jesse Smith. 



Congratulations to Gabe, Ashley, and the Newman family!
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Less than a month ago on April 29th Gabe 

and Ashely Newman welcomed their son 

Grady into the world at 5:50 am. Grady joins 

his three older sisters. 
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"The Thrive for Life Foundation was founded to generate support for Penn State’s Cancer Assistance and 

Resource Education Center. This year they are hosting a new event, cooking for cancer. Learn more about 

the work and services Thrive for Life provides and what’s in store for the Cooking for Cancer event."

https://www.abc27.com/good-day-pa/thrive-for-life-foundation-hosts-cooking-for-cancer/

Find the article at:  

https://fb.watch/d6iU9keScx/

Find the video at:

This Tuesday eciConstruction's Jason Barlup was interviewed for "Good Day PA!" In the interview Jason 

discussed the Thrive for Life Foundation and their new event, Cooking for Cancer.  

https://www.abc27.com/good-day-pa/thrive-for-life-foundation-hosts-cooking-for-cancer/
https://fb.watch/d6iU9keScx/


This week, eciGroup participated in 

our second technical school career 

fair of the year at Cumberland Perry 

Vo-Tech. Brad Weigle, Arik Voight, 

and Dustin Avery represented 

eciConstruction and Ken Shetron 

represented eciService and spoke with 

Cumberland Perry students about 

working at eciGroup. 
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CUMBERLAND PERRY TECHNICAL SCHOOL
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RF FAGER DISTRIBUTION CENTER : PROGRESS PICTURES
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xgo2cQi5-xo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B4S_JrVE9q8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xgo2cQi5-xo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xgo2cQi5-xo 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B4S_JrVE9q8


Recently, eciService removed and replaced 

a heat exchanger for the Ross Distribution 

Warehouse located in Carlisle, Pennsylvania. 

The replacement unit was manufactured in 

Texas and was then shipped via truck to the 

warehouse. Stanton Baker with the help of 

Estep & Estep Incorporated removed the faulty 

unit and placed the new unit using extendable 

boom forklifts. The new unit measured 7’ 

wide 16 1/2 ‘ long & 12’ high. The final 

mechanical and electrical connections and 

start-up were successfully done by Stanton.  

 

No job is too big or too small for eciService! 
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ROSS WAREHOUSE
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https://www.facebook.com/eciGroupDillsburg

https://www.facebook.com/eciService

https://www.facebook.com/MidStateME

https://www.facebook.com/eciWireless

https://www.facebook.com/eciConstruction
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https://www.facebook.com/eciGroupDillsburg
https://www.facebook.com/eciService
https://www.facebook.com/MidStateME
https://www.facebook.com/eciWireless
https://www.facebook.com/eciConstruction


Remember, eciGroup is always 
looking for ways to improve! 
You can head out to our website 
and submit your comments or 
suggestions in the form at: 

http://www.ecigroup.us/Contact

SUGGESTIONS

124 West Church Street Dillsburg, PA 17019

(717) 638-2000

ecigroup.us 

http://www.ecigroup.us/Contact 

